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Cork's Stephen McDonnell in action against Waterford's Colin Dunford
during game at Semple Stadium. Picture: Ray McManus / SPORTSFILE

THE LONGSHOT

Robert
O’Shea

Peter McNamara

Strawberries in vans and a peach of a weekend bet
THIS time next week we’ll be
knee-deep in the Samba beat, or
knee-high depending on how excited
you are and if you, like me, use your
shin as an imprecise ruler.
But we’ll ignore the football feast for
now and concentrate on what this
weekend has in store.
Well we were going to until I hit upon a
great idea. It came to me as I sailed
past a speeding van a good 10mph
north of the limit last week.
I haven’t received a letter in the post
yet, so maybe the van has feelings or
just hasn’t had the chance to drive
down to the postbox yet.
When it arrives, it will be the second
such request for my hard-earned cash
from such a vehicle in six months, but
again on this occasion, it wasn’t my

fault, as I neither saw the van in time,
nor did anyone flash me in warning.
My main bugbear with paying the fine
is it goes to a private company called
Go Safe, whose last records show it
made €50,000-a-week in 2012.
Would it have been so difficult for the
Departments of Transport and Justice
to figure out a way to run such a
scheme themselves?
At the very least, I believe they should
have been more innovative when it
came to handing out the contract.
Innovative how? Speeding vans should
sell strawberries.
Every so often I find myself slowing
down as I pass someone selling
Wexford’s finest, simply because from
a distance, I suspect their van might
hide the promise of penalty points.

It is always a relief then to see the
sign, folding table and snoozing
entrepreneur.
But why not double up speeding vans
with fruit sellers? Better still, if you
realise you are speeding past, you are
allowed to turn back, pay your fine on
the spot, and if you do, they throw in a
free punnet.
Is this such a crazy idea?
It’s not like I’m suggesting idle

ambulances should sell ice-creams;
these vans are stationary at the
location the whole time and why not
put them to some good use.
Wouldn’t you be a lot quicker to pay a
fine and a lot less annoyed if you got
some delicious strawberries to make
up for your lack of concentration?
Anyway, it’s not going to happen —
like all the other great ideas I back
(clown outfits for the unemployed,
shortening dole queues by lining up
people four abreast), no one listens.
So I better get back in my betting box.
First off, Cork are 4/6 with Bet365. to
win the Munster Football
Championship.
They hammered Kerry in Tralee in the
League, had a stronger panel even
before the Kingdom were hit with a raft

of injuries and will play the final at
home. After the ECB cut interest rates
again, it’s far better to invest any
money you manage to save rather
than leave it idling in your account.
Cork to win Munster this year is about
as safe a bet as you will get.
Recommendation: In the week when
Sky had Kilkenny and Offaly playing in
the Connacht Senior Championship
(wait until someone has to explain
Galway’s participation in Leinster) and
new anchor Brian Carney claimed
Kilkenny wanted to ban hurling “about
8,000 years ago” (that must have been
a fraught county board meeting), we’ll
attempt to peddle some of our brand of
Gaelic silliness by taking a sensible 3/1
treble on Cork in the hurling and Mayo
and Monaghan in the football.

Australia is on
drift for Derby
HORSE RACING: LONG-TIME Epsom
Derby favourite Australia was on the
drift up until yesterday afternoon as
punters are getting less convinced of
Aidan O'Brien's horse's chances of
glory.
Australia was an extremely short-priced
favourite for quite a while however,
betway are currently touting the charge
as an 8-5 shot. Australia is, still, just
5-4 in places though.
Kingston Hill is presently regarded as
the second-favourite registered as a 6-1
poke with bet365, Stan James and
winner but 15-2 with Paddy Power.

Rebels
are too
short to
lump on
C

ORK return to Semple
Stadium, Thurles on
Sunday for their
Munster SHC
quarter-final replay

with Waterford and the odds-com-
pilers expect the Rebels to pro-
gress to the last four of the pro-
vincial series again.

Fortunes were lost on Cork winning
the initial tie at long odds-on
however, it was unusual to hear
how strongly fancied the Leesiders
actually were on that day.
This is not ‘after the horse has
bolted’ stuff but why exactly were
the Rebels blasted into as short as
1-5 the last day pre-throw-in? When
was the last time a Cork-Waterford
tussle was anything but a see-saw
clash? And the match-betting odds
seemed far too skewed in Cork’s
favour again with bet365, for
instance, laying Jimmy
Barry-Murphy’s side at 3-10 to
prevail in regulation time.
The Rebels, though, are 4-11
generally.
The draw is available at 11-1 with
bet365 and Boyles.
The Déise, meanwhile, are pitched
by the bookmakers as serious
outsiders given how close the
previous encounter was with odds
on them winning the tie ranging
from Paddy Power’s 5-2 to bet365’s
3-1.
Cork are three- and four-point

favourites in the handicap betting
with skyBET and Power offering
10-11 that the Rebels win by four or
more points.
JBM should be smiling on Sunday
evening however, people should be
slow to punt on the game.
Meanwhile, Brazil continued their
World Cup preparations with a 4-0
win over Panama last Tuesday
however, punters seem slightly less
convinced by their title credentials.
Neymar, who played the full 90
minutes, opened the scoring for the
Selecao before goals from Dani
Alves, Hulk and Willian added some
gloss to the scoreline.
Yet, Brazil were nowhere near their
best and there are signs of them
losing some friends in the World
Cup markets.
They have been pushed out from 1-3
to 4-11 to beat Croatia next Friday
and bet365 have eased them from
11-4 to 3-1 to secure the trophy.
Elsewhere, and specifically in terms
of horse racing, Lincoln
success-story Ocean Tempest
remains on course for a crack at
another of the season’s most

prestigious handicaps after trainer
John Ryan confirmed the Royal
Hunt Cup is on the five-year-old’s
agenda.
Things did not work out for Ocean
Tempest when he travelled to
Germany for a Group 3 last week,
but Ryan is targeting Royal Ascot
and hopes to have Adam Kirby, who
missed the Baden-Baden race
through injury, back on board.
Ocean Tempest, a Listed winner
already at Ascot this season, is 25-1
in places for the Hunt Cup, in which
he is set to concede weight all
round. Ocean Tempest is a horse
considered to continue to make
waves at such exalted levels.

Last week
OUR focus was on England's
international soccer friendly
with Peru last weekend as
Liverpool's Raheem Sterling
was recommended to score
the opening goal (1pt 12-1
BetVictor, Paddy Power).
However, that was not to be
the case unfortunately.
Still, Sterling was still over-
priced by both BetVictor and
Paddy Power.

La cheval noir...
SOCCER: THERE have been a few
punters intrigued by the 25-1 available
at Boyles, BetVictor, Ladbrokes and
Coral about France winning the World
Cup which is commencing next week.
While Didier Deschamp's outfit are 20-1
with BETFRED and William Hill, the
aforementioned quartet's quote will
draw bettors in, especially those
seeking an each-way dark horse.
Of the favourites, Argentina are coming
in for considerable support and are
presently no better than Paddy Power’s
9-2.

Messi a steal at 8/1
SOCCER: LIONEL MESSI is the
worthy ante-post favourite to top-score
at the World Cup with the Barca and
Argentina genius a best-available 8-1
to notch the most goals in the
tournament.
I have to say, those odds could look
enormous even after the group stages
of the competition.
His club-mate, Neymar is 12-1
second-favourite with William Hill and
Coral to potentially guide Brazil to
success on their own land.
Portugal's Cristiano Ronaldo can be
backed at 20-1 with BetVictor.

Dundalk favourites
SOCCER: CORK CITY are currently
the 5-1 fourth-favourites to claim
ultimate success in the SSE Airtricity
League Premier Division this term.
City are gaining consistently positive
results and John Caulfield's unit are
now well-respected by the layers,
especially BetVictor who are offering
just 7-2 about the Rebel Army lifting the
trophy despite pitching top industry
pre-season odds of 20-1.
Dundalk are the new favourites in the
market as they are laid at odds
between bet365's and Paddy Power's
6-5 and BetVictor's 11-8.


